in my opinion by bill quirke

Help your leaders engage people
To get on the radar of your company’s leaders, learn
to speak their language and mirror their styles
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When it comes to communication, there are plain language;
ing corporate rhetoric into concrete specifics.
four broad types of leaders:
● The Director provides a clear sense of direction,
Those who have been promoted for their
technical expertise rather than their manageand his or her key message is “just do it.”
● The Visionary is an enthusiastic, spirited and
ment skills often communicate in a linear,
often charismatic person who has an exciting, rational way, using management-speak. This
doesn’t engage people or connect with them
but undefined, vision of the future.
● The Empathizer is someone who can relate to
emotionally; the Communications Executive
Council says emotional engagement in a strategy
people closely and “feels their pain.”
● The Structurer has been promoted for his or
is four times more powerful than simple intellecher technical expertise and is good with tual engagement. Help them increase the emotional impact of their communication.
processes rather than people.
Leaders make an impact for good or ill. To
Whatever their style, most leaders have good help them make the right impact, communicaintentions but bad habits. For example, they tors need to take the lead. ●
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